Adults
Pilates

Experience one of the most popular workouts of today.
Condition the whole body with well‐balanced routines
that teach proper breathing and spinal alignment, while
strengthening the deep torso muscles. Certified
instructors adapt all exercises to meet each individual’s
needs using weighted balls, foam rollers, exercise balls,
and resistance bands.
Age: 18Y and up
Tu, Th 6:30 PM ‐ 7:30 PM $27/month
Zumba Fitness ‐ Adults
Forget the workout, remember the fun! Combine fast and
slow rhythms to learn aerobic routines to the sounds of
Latin and International music. Utilizing the principles of
fitness interval and resistance training, maximize caloric
output, fat burning, and total body toning.
Zumba at Hollabaugh
Per Session, Per Week, Per Class registrations available.
Register monthly, three times per week $37 or four times
per week $42.
Age: 14Y and up
M‐Th 9:15 AM ‐ 10:15 AM $42/month
M‐W 6:00 PM ‐ 7:00 PM $37/month
Kung Fu ‐ Adults
Focus on building a stronger you! Learn the five basic
animal styles of Kung Fu while practicing correct
execution of kicking, punching, and stance techniques.
Develop discipline and enhance physical skills, dexterity,
and alertness through this ancient form of martial art.
Age: 15Y and up
M,W 8:00 PM ‐ 8:50 PM $42/month
Sa
12:15 PM ‐ 1:30 PM

Pass Information
Fitness Pass*: 16 Years and up
Garland Resident:
$35 per person per year
Non‐Resident:
$70 per person per year
Recreation Pass:
Youth (7 ‐ 12 Years):
General (13 Years and up):

Resident: $3 Non‐Resident: $5
Resident: $7 Non‐Resident: $10

(*Fitness passes are accepted at all City of Garland
recreation centers with The Body Shops fitness room and at
all City of Garland recreation centers for open play.)

Kids
Balance and Coordination
Balance out your day! Learn the basic principles of balance and
coordination with a variety of equipment including balance
beams, hula hoop obstacles, stepping stones, and balance
boards. Develop locomotor skills through goal oriented
activities that will improve body awareness, range of motion,
and ability to judge distances.
Age: 3Y ‐ 6Y
Th
5:15 PM ‐ 6:00 PM $22/month
Kung Fu ‐ Kids
Focus on building a stronger you! Learn the five basic animal
styles of Kung Fu while practicing correct execution of kicking,
punching, and stance techniques. Develop discipline and
enhance physical skills, dexterity, and alertness through this
ancient form of martial art.
Age: 6Y ‐ 14Y
M, Tu 7:00 PM ‐ 8:00 PM $42/month
Sa
11:00 AM ‐ 12:00 PM

Kids (continued)
Fitness 101
Build muscles the right way! Learn correct techniques for
working out while gaining knowledge on how the body
functions. This one hour fitness orientation targets
teenagers looking to get in shape. Upon completion of
training, participants are eligible to purchase The Body
Shops Fitness Pass. An adult must purchase a Fitness Pass
and accompany the youth during each visit.
Age: 12 ‐ 15Y
M‐Th By appointment only $25
Zumba Fitness ‐ Kids
Forget the workout, remember the fun! Combine fast
and slow rhythms to learn aerobic routines to the sounds
of Latin and International music. Utilizing the principles
of fitness interval and resistance training, maximize
caloric output, fat burning, and total body toning.
Zumba at HHRC ‐ Kids
Age: 9Y ‐ 13Y
M‐W 6:00 PM ‐ 7:00 PM
Modeling, Etiquette, & Acting
Find beauty inside and out. Become a lady while learning
posture, how to sit, table settings, and manners. Cover
the fundamentals of being a model including makeup
application, using cleansers, wardrobe choices, and
modeling stances. Your confidence will soar while
performing acting and improv activities at the jam
session each class.
$16 one time administration fee and $4 supply fee per
month payable to instructor. Receive a free make‐up bag
with your first month's registration.
Age: 7Y and up
M
6:15 PM ‐ 7:15 PM $37/month

Cheer Combo

Ready, okay! Perform floor exercises, games, backbends,
front and back tumbling skills, splits, and more while
learning the basics of cheerleading, gymnastics, and
tumbling. Build your endurance, self‐esteem, confidence,
and flexibility through drill exercises, form, fundamentals,
and cheers.
$16 one time administration fee payable to instructor.
Optional recital requires costume and recital fees. Receive a
free cheer t‐shirt and pom poms with your first month's
registration.
Preschool
Age: 2Y ‐ 5Y
M
4:15 PM ‐ 4:45 PM $20/month
Elementary
Age: 6Y and up
M
4:50 PM ‐ 5:45 PM $27/month
Skyhawks Sports
Take the first step into athletics! Learn the essentials of
soccer, basketball, and t‐ball in a structured environment
where the focus is fun. Through patience and
encouragement, learn balance, body movement, hand and
eye coordination, and skill development in a series of sport
specific games designed for young athletes.
Tiny Hawk
Age: 42M ‐ 4Y
M, W 10:30 AM ‐ 11:15 AM $34/month
Mini Hawk
Age: 4Y ‐ 7Y
M, W 11:30 AM ‐ 12:30 PM $34/month
Soccer
Age: 5Y ‐ 9Y
Th
5:30 PM ‐ 6:30 PM $34/month

